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COURSE OBJECTIVE 

This course provides an introduction to emerging e-marketing strategies. The purpose of this             
course is to help students build a fundamental understanding of some popular e-marketing             
strategies and gain essential skills of adopting those strategies. The course will also introduce              
cutting-edge e-marketing business models and help students to develop their understandings           
on these models.  
 

INSTRUCTOR AND CONTACT INFORMATION 

Monday 14:30 – 17:20  (DSB B105) 
  
Dr. Yousra Bakr Xueqin LIn 
bakry@mcmaster.ca linx23@mcmaster.ca 
Office: TSH 614 Teaching Assistant 
Office Hours: Mondays 13:00 pm. Office Hours:  by appointment 
  
  
 

Course 
Website:  

Avenue to Learn.  Please check the course website weekly for 
announcements and course materials 
 

COURSE ELEMENTS 

Credit Value: 3 Leadership: Yes Ethics: Yes Innovation Yes 
ELM: Yes Verbal skills: Yes Numeracy: Yes Political: No 

Participation: Yes Written skills: Yes Team Work: Yes Social: Yes 
        

 
  



 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Class sessions will consist of a combination of lectures, case discussions, guest speakers, and              
projects. Students are expected to complete assigned readings, to actively participate in class             
discussions, and to complete individual and group assignments and projects. This is a highly              
interactive course in which participation and contribution are valued. The lectures/discussions           
are designed to strengthen and expand on, but not to substitute for, the learning through the                
assigned homework.  

Please prepare for an exciting and dynamic learning experience. You are expected to be              
taught little  in the course, but to study hard with my help.  

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

The course will help you to: 

1) Understand the basic e-marketing concepts and business models; 
2) Develop some basic skills in internet marketing; 
3) Develop understandings of cutting-edge e-marketing strategies; 

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS AND READINGS 

● Digital class notes and slides will be provided through Avenue to Learn;  
● Please purchase the case at Harvard Business Publishing  https://hbsp.harvard.edu/import/568530  
● Additional reading materials will be posted on Avenue to Learn. 

 

EVALUATION 

Components and Weights 

A. Class participation and contribution 10% 
B. Quizzes and assignments 15% 
C. Web analytics project 15% 
D. Google trend analysis project 15% 
E. Social media marketing analysis project 15% 

● Individual Report 10% 
● Group presentation   5% 

F E-Marketing Implementation Plan 30% 
● Class presentation 10% 
● Report 20% 

TOTAL:              100% 
 
 



 

Conversion 
At the end of the course, your overall percentage grade will be converted to your letter grade                 
in accordance with the following conversion scheme. 

LETTER GRADE PERCENT LETTER GRADE PERCENT 
A+ 90 - 100 C+ 67 - 69 
A 85 - 89  C 63 - 66 
A- 80 - 84  C- 60 - 62 
B+ 77 - 79 D+ 57 - 59 
B 73 - 76 D 53 - 56 
B- 70 - 72 D- 50 - 52 

F 00 – 49 

COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK 

Students who wish to correspond with instructors or TAs directly via email must send              
messages that originate from their official McMaster University email account. This protects            
the confidentiality and sensitivity of information as well as confirms the identity of the              
student. Emails regarding course issues should NOT be sent to the Area Administrative             
Assistants. 

Instructors are required to provide evaluation feedback for at least 10% of the final grade to                
students prior to Week #9 in the term. Instructors may conduct an informal course review               
with students by Week #4 to allow time for modifications in curriculum delivery.  

 

COURSE DELIVERABLES  

 A. Class Participation and Contribution (10%) 
Your contributions to in-class discussions will be valued and rewarded. The participation            
marks will map to an assessment of both the quantity and the quality of your contributions in                 
class by the professor. The class average mark is B.  

The followings are detail requirements related to class participation:  

● Please display your name cards in every class. I may “cold call” on you during class                
sessions.  

● I expect you to be punctual.  
● Computers and cell phones should be turned off in the class unless I announce an               

exemption in the class.  
 

B. Quizzes and Assignments (15%) 
There will be several in-class quizzes and after-class assignments. Each quiz or assignment             
counts the same weight in your overall grade. Totally, they count for 15% of the overall                



 
grade. If you miss a quiz or an assignment, there is NO make-up quiz or assignment                
submission  except that your absence gets the professor's prior approval.  

C. Web Analytics on Canada Top Ad Exec’s Website [Group Assignment] (15%) 

Canada’s Next Top Ad Exec, launched in 2007, has become the largest campus competition              
within Canada. The organization committee uses its website and social media channels to             
promote the program across Canadian universities and to organize events. You are asked to              
conduct a comprehensive analysis on the website. The report is expected cover the following              
contents: 

1. Identifying website’s major objective and the preferences/needs of the website’s 
targeted customers; 

2. Examining the current website design and evaluate its strength and weakness;  
3. Providing suggestions on improving the website;  
4. Providing comments and suggestions from the perspective of search engine 

optimization. 

The format/structure of the web analytics report is detailed in Appendix A Format of Web 
Analytics Report.  An electronic copy (WORD format) of the report should be submitted to 
Avenue to Learn by the midnight of Sunday, Feb 3rd.  

D. Google Trend Analysis [Group Assignment](15%) 

Google provides online search data through Google Trends and Google AdWords Keyword 
Planner.  The search volume data contains information of instantaneous public 
interests/attentions. It can help us to make meaningful predictions in many fields.  In this 
project, students are to examine the potential to use Google search data to predict firms' sale 
and stock prices.  Specifically, each student group will  

1. Select 3 to 5 public firms in one industry;  
2. Carefully select keywords related to the major business of the firms, so that the 

search volumes of those keywords represent public attention on the firms’ 
businesses;  

3. Collect historical search volume data of those keywords, as well as the firms' sales 
(quarterly) and stock price information;  

4. Analyze the data to see whether we can use the Google search data to predict firms' 
sales and/or stock prices.    (☺ You could be rich by this finding. $$$) 

Instructions on keyword selection and basic data analytics technique will be provided in 
class. Creative thinking and hard working are more important for nice findings.  The 
format/structure of the web analytics report is detailed in Appendix B Format of Format of 
Google Trend Analysis Report.  An electronic copy (WORD format) of the report and a 
copy of collected data (Excel format) should be submitted to Avenue to Learn by the 
midnight of Sunday, Feb. 24th.  



 

E. Analysis on Social Media Marketing [Group and Individual Assignment] (15%) 
● Individual Analysis report (10%): due by midnight on Mar. 24th. 
● Group presentation (5%):  on Mar. 25th  

Companies use social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and 
LinkedIn, etc. In this assignment, you are asked to investigate firms’ social media marketing 
operations. Specifically, you are expected to collect the firms’ most recent 100 postings in 
those social media channels, complete a thorough summary of the firms’ social media 
operations and conduct a preliminary study on content marketing with the collected data. 
Each group chooses one industry and select one hypothesis on content marketing to be tested. 
Each group member studies one firm in the industry and hands in one individual report to 
Avenue to Learn by midnight March 24th. The report is expected to cover the following 
components (The format/structure of the report is detailed in Appendix C. Format of Social 
Media Marketing Analysis Report): 

1. Introducing the firm and identifying the major objective(s) of its social media 
marketing strategy; 

2. Summarizing the firm’s social media activities in term of social media channels, 
contents, format, frequency, etc.; 

3. Using number of likes (views), comments, and shares as the measures to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the firm’s social media marketing tactics; 

4. Presenting the t-test result of the content marketing hypothesis and briefly explaining 
the result.  

Each group will give a 15 minute presentation on March 26th.  The presentation should 
summarize and compare all group members’ results. All group members must participate in 
the presentations.  

F. E-Marketing Implementation Plan for a local business [Group project] (30%) 
● Group presentation (10%):  on April 8th  

● Report (20%): due by midnight on April 11th. 
 

This is a comprehensive project covering all e-marketing contents addressed in the course.             
Each group selects a small or medium-sized local business and develop an e-marketing plan              
for the firm. The plan should identify the specific purposes (e.g., promoting sales, branding,              
providing online services, etc.) and objectives of the firm’s e-marketing strategy, explain            
what e-marketing channels/tools (e.g. website, online ads, social media channels, mobile           
apps, etc.) to be used, and elaborate the detail implementation plan for each channel/tool.  

Each group will give a 15-minute presentation on April 8th and hand in an electronic copy of                 
the e-marketing plan by midnight April 11th. The format/structure of the e-marketing plan is              
detailed in Appendix D Format of Format of E-Marketing Plan. 



 

Teamwork and Evaluation  
65% of your final grade is from group projects as above. Groups will consist of five students                 
(exceptions will be made by the professor given the class size).  

Peer Evaluations: To encourage equal contribution, peer evaluation will be used to assess             
each member's work. It is highly recommended to set group ground rules and             
expectations early in the semester. Groups are also encouraged to have a short feedback              
session following the completion of each assignment so that individuals are made aware if              
their input is less than expected by their team.  

● A peer evaluation form can be submitted after each group project. 

The evaluation need only be submitted if the distribution is not equal, and must be signed by                 
all the group members, or a confirmation sent by each member using their McMaster email               
account. (If you fail to do so, I will assign your evaluation marks as per my discretion based                  
on information at my disposal.) 

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY 

You are expected to exhibit honesty and use ethical behaviour in all aspects of the learning 
process. Academic credentials you earn are rooted in principles of honesty and academic 
integrity.  

Academic dishonesty is to knowingly act or fail to act in a way that results or could result in 
unearned academic credit or advantage. This behaviour can result in serious consequences, 
e.g. the grade of zero on an assignment, loss of credit with a notation on the transcript 
(notation reads: “Grade of F assigned for academic dishonesty”), and/or suspension or 
expulsion from the university.  

It is your responsibility to understand what constitutes academic dishonesty. For information 
on the various types of academic dishonesty please refer to the Academic Integrity Policy, 
located at www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity.  

The following illustrates only three forms of academic dishonesty:  

1.  Plagiarism, e.g. the submission of work that is not one’s own or for which other credit has 
been obtained.  

2.  Improper collaboration in group work.  

3.  Copying or using unauthorized aids in tests and examinations. 

USE OF TURNITIN 

In this course we will be using a web-based service (Turnitin.com) to reveal plagiarism. 
Students will be expected to submit their work electronically to Turnitin.com and in hard 
copy so that it can be checked for academic dishonesty. Students who do not wish to submit 
their work to Turnitin.com must still submit a copy to the instructor. No penalty will be 
assigned to a student who does not submit work to Turnitin.com. All submitted work is 



 
subject to normal verification that standards of academic integrity have been upheld (e.g., 
on-line search, etc.). To see the Turnitin.com Policy, please go to: 

 http://www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity/turnitin/students/  
 

REQUESTING RELIEF FOR MISSED ACADEMIC WORK 

Students may request relief from a regularly scheduled midterm, test, assignment or other 
course component. Please refer to the policy and procedure on the DeGroote website at the 
link below: 
http://ug.degroote.mcmaster.ca/forms-and-resources/missed-course-work-policy/  

STUDENT ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES 

Students who require academic accommodation must contact Student Accessibility Services 
(SAS) to make arrangements with a Program Coordinator. Academic accommodations must 
be arranged for each term of study. Student Accessibility Services can be contacted by phone 
905-525-9140 ext. 28652 or e-mail sas@mcmaster.ca. 
For further information, consult McMaster University’s Policy for Academic 
Accommodation of Students with Disabilities: 
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/Students-AcademicStudies/AcademicAccommodation-Stude
ntsWithDisabilities.pdf 

POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS TO THE COURSE  

The instructor and university reserve the right to modify elements of the course during the               
term. The university may change the dates and deadlines for any or all courses in extreme                
circumstances. If either type of modification becomes necessary, reasonable notice and           
communication with the students will be given with explanation and the opportunity to             
comment on changes. It is the responsibility of the student to check their McMaster email and                
course websites weekly during the term and to note any changes. 

RESEARCH USING HUMAN SUBJECTS 

All researchers conducting research that involves human participants, their records or their            
biological material are required to receive approval from one of McMaster’s Research Ethics             
Boards before (a) they can recruit participants and (b) collect or access their data. Failure to                
comply with relevant policies is a research misconduct matter. Contact these boards for             
further information about your requirements and the application process.  
McMaster Research Ethics Board (General board): https://reo.mcmaster.ca/  
Hamilton Integrated Research Ethics Board (Medical board): http://www.hireb.ca/  



 
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COURSE POLICIES 

Your enrolment in Commerce 4MH3 will be considered to be an implicit acknowledgement             
of the course policies outlined above, or of any other that may be announced during lecture                
and/or on Avenue to Learn. It is your responsibility to read this course outline, to               
familiarize yourself with the course policies and to act accordingly.  
Lack of awareness of the course policies cannot be invoked at any point during this course                
for failure to meet them. It is your responsibility to ask for clarification on any policies that                 
you do not understand.   



 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

Dates Schedule 
Jan. 7th  Introduction  

● Course Structure  
● Basic Concepts and Trends of E-Marketing 

Jan. 14th  
 

Online Channel: Selling on the Web  
● Case: Jill's Table's Online Channel 

Jan. 21st  Web Design and Web Analytics  

Jan. 28th  Search Engine Optimization  
● Guest Speaker (tentative date, to be confirmed) 

Web Analytics Report is due on midnight Feb. 3rd. 
Feb. 4th Search Engine Marketing and Paid Online Advertising 

Feb. 11th  Search Engine Marketing and Paid Online Advertising 
●Guest Speaker (tentative date, to be confirmed) 
●Case: GiveIndia: On the Net for a Cause 

Feb. 18th Mid-term Recess  

Google Trend Analysis Report is due on midnight Feb. 24th. 
Feb. 25th  Online Customer Relationship Management 

Mar. 4th  Social Media Marketing 

Mar. 11th  Social Media Marketing 

Mar. 18th 

   
Social Media Marketing 
● Case: Molson Canada  
● Guest Speaker (tentative date, to be confirmed) 

Social Media Marketing Analysis Report is due on midnight Mar. 24th 
Mar. 25th  Presentation: Social Media Marketing  

Apr.  1nd  Mobile Marketing  
Case: Facebook: Facing off against Tencent 

Apr. 8th Presentation: E-Marketing Implementation Plan 

E-Marketing Implementation Plan is due on midnight Apr. 11th  
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The above schedule is to be considered tentative and can be changed by the professor during the                   
semester. You will be informed through Avenue to Learn if such a change is made. 

 
 



 
APPENDIX 

 
A. Format of Web Analytics Report: 
 
Section Contents Weight (*) 

Title Page 
Table of Contents 

● Title of case, date, group number and names / student numbers of 
team members; 

● Major sections of paper, exhibits. 

About 1% 

Strategic Concerns of the Web Design 

Website 
Introduction  

● Briefly describe Canada’s Next Top Ad Exec and identify the 
objectives of the website; 

● Summarize the major functions/features that the website provides 
(or should provide) to implement the objectives; 

About 10% 

User Analysis 
● Summarize the major types of users; 
● Briefly depict user personas for major types of users. (considering 

the data from Google Analytics)  

About 10% 

Evaluation of Current Web Design 

Navigation Structure  

● Discuss the website’s navigation structure from the perspective of 
user experience.  You may consider cases where representative users 
use the website for different purposes, and address how the current 
navigation structure affects the users’ experiences in term of 
effectiveness and efficiency.  

About 5% 

Website Layout 

● Evaluate the web page layout from both aesthetic and functional 
perspectives; 

● Identify both strength and weakness;  
● Pay attention to the user experience through different devices. 

About 20% 

Contents 

● Describe whether the website offers proper contents;  
● Your discussion should include, but not be limited to, the offering 

mix, appeal mix, multimedia mix and timeliness mix of the contents 
on the website; 

● Identify content errors. 

About 20% 

Simplicity, 
Consistency, and 
Flexibility 

● Describe the simplicity, consistency and flexibility of the website; 
● Summarize the overall user experience.  

About 10% 

SEO Concerns ● Evaluate the website’s homepage design from the perspective of 
search engine optimization. 

About 10% 

Suggestions 
Suggestions ● Provide suggestions to improve the website About 10% 

Format Guidelines 

● Ten Pages not including title page, table of contents, reference and 
appendices  

● Typed using a font size of eleven, double-spaced and with one-inch 
margins all around. 

● Good grammar and spelling  

About 4% 

(*) These numbers are meant only to give you an approximate idea of the relative weights of the different 
sections of your report for evaluation purposes. Understand that the report is always considered as a 
whole, for evaluation.  



 
 
B. Format of Google Trend Analysis Report: 
 

Section Contents 
Title Page 
Table of Contents 

● Title, date, Group Number and names / student numbers of team members; 
● Major sections of paper, exhibits. 

Analysis for Each Firm 
▪ At least three firms, with the basic score weight of 75%; 
▪ Additional 10% will be given depending on whether you get a good result, or illustrate an in-depth 

analysis, or examine additional firms, or conduct the optional regression on multiple keywords.  (To earn 
the 10% additional points, you need not to get all above done. Two of the above merits are enough for 
the 10%. Additional merits beyond two will receive bonus points as explained below) 

▪ If you have impressive findings, or impressive analysis, you will receive additional bonus up to 10%.  
 

Data 
Collection 

● Briefly describe the firm’s major business/product line(s); 
● List a group of keywords associated with the firms, and briefly explain your 

reasoning if there is any specific concerns; 
● Describe the data you collected (search volume/sales/stock price, 

monthly/weekly, time window, specific dates of the stock prices collected, date 
resources, you can also summarize the distributions of some important data) 

 

Prediction with 
One Keyword 

● Select a keyword and draw figures to show how search volume of the keyword 
and the firm’s sales/stock price fluctuate over time; 

● Calculate and show the correlation between the search volume and the firm’s 
sales 

● Calculate and show the correlation between the search volume and the firm’s 
stock price  

● Present the regression results (for both sales and stock price) and explain them.  
 

Prediction with 
Multiple 
Keywords 

● Identify the keywords with abnormal changes and examine whether these 
abnormal changes are followed with significant changes of the firm’s sales or 
stock prices.  

● (Optional) show the result of the regression on multiple keywords (for both sales 
and stock price) and briefly explain the result.  

Conclusions 
Score weight 5% ● Summarize your findings and experiences from the analyses of all the firms.  

 
Data attached  
Score weight 10% ● Clearly show the collected data and data analyses in Excel file.  

 
These score weights are meant only to give you an approximate idea of the relative weights of the 
different sections of your report for evaluation purposes. Understand that the report is always considered 
as a whole, for evaluation.  
 
 
 
  



 
C. Format of Social Media Marketing Analysis Report: 
 

Section Contents 
Title Page 
Table of Contents 

● Title, date, group number and student name; 
● Major sections of the report, exhibits. 

Analysis of the firm’s social media marketing operations (70%)  
 Overview (10%) ● Briefly describe the firm’s major business/product line(s), and the major 

purpose(s) of its social media marketing strategy;  

Detail operation 
in each social 
media channel 
(50 %) 

● Identify any specific purpose of the firm’s marketing strategy in each channel; 
● Describe the firm’s operation in different channels, including the frequency of 

the posting, regular updating time, the type of postings, and any specials of its 
operation/postings; 

● Summarize the public responses to the firms’ postings, in terms of number of 
likes, comments, etc.  

Summary (10%) 

● Evaluate the firm’s operation in each social media channel and the overall 
effectiveness;  

● Summarize experiences (if any); 
● Provide suggestions (if any).  

Study on content marketing (25%)  
Your score in this section depends on how meaningful and interesting your hypothesis is, and your 
empirical study. In some cases, test result is not significant.  
 

Hypothesis (5%) 
● Identify your hypothesis that what type of postings are more likely to attract 

“likes”, comments, shares, or other measures that you think are meaningful.  
● Briefly explain whether and why you think the hypothesis holds 

Data (5%) 
● Briefly describe the data (source, number of the samples, means, media 

and variance; 
● Clearly present the collected data and data analyses in an attached Excel file 

Results and 
Findings (15%) 

● Present the t-test result in the report and explain whether the hypothesis holds; 
● Provide intuitions to explain the results.  

Format  (5%) ● Word format; 
● Contents list, page number; 
● Tables and figures are well referred; citation; 
● No typo mistakes  

These score weights are meant only to give you an approximate idea of the relative weights of the 
different sections of your report for evaluation purposes. Understand that the report is always considered 
as a whole, for evaluation.  
 

 
  



 
D. Format of E-Marketing Plan: 
 
Section Contents Weight (*) 

Title Page 
Table of Contents 

● Title of case, date, group number and names / student numbers of team 
members; 

● Major sections of paper, exhibits. 

 

Company 
Introduction and 
E-Marketing 
Purposes 

● Briefly introduce the company. The introduction should include the 
company’s history background, current business scale, and a brief 
description of its 4Ps and target customers;  

● Identify and explain the major purposes of company’s e-marketing 
strategy. 

About 15% 

Tactics and 
Objectives  

● Identify e-marketing channels and tactics (website, paid ads, social 
media channels, mobile apps, etc.) to be used.  Explain why and how 
these tactics can help the company; 

● List specific and measurable objectives (quantitative and/or qualitative) 
of each tactic.  

About 15% 

Implementation Plan for Each Selected Tactic 
The followings are some basic concerns that should be addressed if your e-marketing plan 
involves those tactics. You are expected to provide more details than those. You are also 
expected to explain how the implementation plan can help the company achieve the objectives 
listed above.  

About 60% 

 

Website 
Channel 

● Major functions of the website; 
● A draft of the navigation maps; 
● Concerns on the web page layout design; 
● Contents and update schedule; 
● How to attract the traffic to the website.  

 

Online Ads 

● Identify what channels to be used; 
● If on search engines, specify the keywords, bidding prices, budget, and 

relevant target measurements. Provide a justification for your decision; 
● If on Facebook, Instagram, ads exchanges or other CPM based 

channels, specify the target audience, budget, and relevant target 
measurements. Provide a justification for your decision. 

 

Social Media 
Channels 

● Identify what channels to be used and the user characteristics of the 
selected channels; 

● Provide a detailed operation plan for each social media channel, 
including frequency and contents of the postings, as well as if any 
specific suggestion.  

 

Budget ● Provide a justification of the total budget of the e-marketing plan; 
● Specify the labor arrangement of the e-marketing plan.  

About 5% 

Format 
Guidelines 

● Up to 20 Pages not including title page, table of contents, reference and 
appendices; 

● Typed using a font size of eleven, double-spaced and with one-inch 
margins all around; 

● Good grammar and spelling. 

About 5% 

(*) These numbers are meant only to give you an approximate idea of the relative weights of the different 
sections of your report for evaluation purposes. Understand that the report is always considered as a 
whole, for evaluation.   



 
COMMERCE 4MH3 - E-MARKETING 

GROUP EVALUATION FORM 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Please assign each person in your group an amount of money which represents each              

individual's contribution to the project, simulation and hand-in cases. You may each            
wish to complete a form individually and then share these forms at a group meeting               
but only ONE FORM is to be submitted for each group and it must be signed by all                  
group members. 

2. Your total budget to distribute among the people in your group is $600 * (the number                
of people in your group). For example, if there are 5 people in your group, then                
pretend that you have  $600 * 5 = $3,000 to pay to the group. 

3. If everyone contributed equally, then pay each person $600. 

4. Adjust the fee according to your honest personal assessment of the value of each              
person's contribution. In our example, the fee could be as low as $0 or as high as                 
$3,000. 

5. The factor arrived at for each team member as a result of the peer evaluation will be                 
applied to the group work in this course. 

6. TREAT THIS EVALUATION SERIOUSLY. 

7. MAKE SURE THAT THE FEES PAID ADD TO $600 * GROUP SIZE. 

 
PROFESSOR:  Dr. Yousra Bakr                           GROUP NAME:   

 
 
 

GROUP MEMBER SIGNATURE FEE 

   

   

   

   

   

 



 
COMMERCE 4MH3 - E-MARKETING 

NOTICE OF INTENT / GROUP SIGN-UP FORM 

Professor: Dr. Yousra Bakr   

GROUP Name: _______________________________________ 

STUDENT NAME EMAIL 

  

  

  

  

  

 


